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ezdrummer2 is available from both toontrack.com and major online distributors. the download is free
but the media can cost up to £59.99 in the uk. producers in the united states are able to use the
software without restriction. toontrack have released a brand new version of the classic virtual

acoustic drummer, ezdrummer2. if youre a current owner of ezdrummer2, youre probably aware that
the library has a long-term ongoing development project. toontrack have taken all the feedback that

theyve received and added to the library, steadily improving its overall quality and making it truly
one of the greatest, if perhaps most affordable, drum libraries on the market. still, no library can

ever be perfect and ezdrummer2 stands as a testimony to toontracks desire to hone their library to
its very best. one small aspect that i didnt realise existed for ezdrummer2 was the pads and the

snare itself, both of which have been re-mapped to the new version. however, if youre a hardcore
drummer, then ezdrummer3s drum view feature puts the performance capabilities of the software

front and center. here, you can play along with up to four different kits or solo tracks, with a display
ranging from the basic level of visual feedback to full rhythm pads, which shows every drum cymbal,
hi-hat and accent trigger. at any point during a performance, a palette of edits and midi performance

automation features allow you to fine-tune the parameters of your kit just as you do in your host
daw. using the lfo feature, you can create midi control surfaces with up to 128 steps with dynamic
filtering, and these surfaces can be applied to any of the 16 currently loaded preset kits. you can

even dial in additional control on a per-note basis, which lets you control any combination of
everything from a snare drum's brightness to a hi-hat or ride cymbal's stickiness.
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its no easy task, but if you want to knock the socks off your friends with your beats, here is one that
will not only get the job done, but do so with a huge dose of style, too! the user interface is quite
similar to that of drummer 3. its layout is fluid and allows you to easily work with both sequencers
and and drum kits. every frame and button is nicely sized and looks as crisp as can be. if you are a
drummer, perhaps you will be able to quickly pick out the differences. the instruments and sounds

are provided by toontrack and toontrack, though there are a large number of hand picked vst plugins
as well. there are 3 kits to choose from. they include. kit 1: hit: an aggressive kits snare and kick. the

kick can be configured to either channel 3, or left on its own; and the snare can be configured to
channel 1 or 4. other options include shaker and hi hat on/off, hi hat volume, cymbal types, cymbal

volumes, rides/splits, toms, turntables, etc. these are best for establishing a solid groove. the sounds
are well sampled. its not the biggest library around, but it will cover all your bases. it also comes with
a number of drum kits for use in the drummer3 module. these include more kick and a stereo snare.

the sound on this is very realistic. it also comes with a number of kits from both hardware and
software drummers. well, thats the basics of the software. now lets move on to the more technical
parts. like i mentioned above, its an awesome package. compared to other virtual drum software, it
really is way ahead of the pack. they like to tout how it has the ability to emulate multiple drum kits
in a single song. if you look at the menu, youll find that it does have a number of kits, but these are

actually drum kits from the ez drummer library. lets dig deeper. first, lets take a look at the filter. the
drum kits you choose are gated and have an fx section. 5ec8ef588b
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